
crash"

like the death of a famous basketball player along with his crew in an helicopter 

clashes and beside that also reading about minor other casualties around the world 

and  paralyzing  the  country  but  almost  no  focus  in  africa  with  several  deadly 

the world news with much focus on a virus outbreak in china killing several people 

12189: "alone with the kids in the netherlands and keeping very well updated on 

have most disappeared from the public"

while  still  at  home  and  in  general  feeling  very  prolific  especially  now  that  i 

girlfriend or with one of my kids or even both also thinking of the thoughts i had 

09120:   "recording   my   thoughts   quite   intensively   at   times   walking   behind   my 

sunny ones with an amazing spring air despite being in the middle of the winter"

below zero and quite some gray weather with some days cold and humid but also some 

16145: "a winter not wanting to become a winter with basically almost no nights 

particularly in the silvery gray regions"

daylight   of   reflecting   on   the   painting   altering   the   resulting   photograph 

proportioned  to  one  another  with  a  general  left  to  right  movement  and  with  the 

work  and  making  use  of  her  time  at  home  to  fix  the  shapes  making  them  rather 

07198: "taking my time to finish this painting now that myrthe has resumed her 

remember them for latter reconsideration when walking"

even  thinking  and  getting  a  lot  of  new  enlightenments  while  at  home  trying  to 

through  them  often  carrying  my  kids  but  nonetheless  feeling  quite  prolific  and 

09119:  "recording   regularly   my   thoughts   however   feeling   unable   to   fully   think 

however with an historical charm"

with   some   beautiful   and   solar   sceneries   but   also   some   gray   urban   ones   still 

my shoulders or in the backpack but still managing steady shots of the surrounding 

mostly natural places in holland during the winter holiday often carrying livia on 

13197:  "spending   a   lot   of   time   with   august   making   many   a   walks   and   visiting 

influence"

finished  the  story  but  also  more  allegorically  speaking  about  the  east  to  west 

out like a virus such as a pandemic virus spread out of china a few days after i 

chinese approach on nature as well as technology with a panda in the end spreading 

08118:  "writing  a  fable  about  a  panda  and  being  able  somewhat  to  forecast  the 

myself back to sleep"

night  with  silvester  waking  up  to  eat  and  going  up  to  work  instead  of  forcing 

of our dutch house as well as of my baby kids but also not sleeping long enough at 

affected by the books i read especially about tibet and getting an increase image 

taken  outside  in  the  dutch  landscape  especially  on  the  dunes  but  also  getting 

02173: "getting affected in my dreams during christmas holidays by the many walks 



with  baby  silvester  often  sleeping  and  livia  seating  on  the  back  of  his  pram

now mostly keeping in culemborg filming public places during my small walks there 

her last weeks of maternity leave and then having to take care of the kids alone 

13198: "still being able to travel a bit with the kids and myrthe in holland in 

awful events almost not talked about"

headlines about other casualties and finding many involving african countries with 

possible spread around the world and having to search quite thoroughly for other 

12190:  "still  a  lot  of  focus  on  the  many  coronavirus  deaths  in  china  and  the 

struggle"

plover but eventually rebelling against him thus reproducing once again a power 

animal population affected by cavities with all the birds learning the task of the 

ad  insisting  on  this  legendary  bird  and  his  task  eventually  turning  the  entire 

08119: "fable written inspired by herodotus description of egypt and the plover 

meeting some nice swedish students i taught environmental campaigns to"

special walks in the unknown parts of stockholm with an australian girl but also 

nurse and a german girl and some americans but also a polish guy i took for some 

apartment out to save money and getting to know a nice french guy working as a 

10145:  "very   nice   people   met   leaving   in   a   stockholm   hostel   while   renting   my 

of the month"

kids with an erratic and too warm weather and much wind especially towards the end 

also visiting her big brother in maastricht and later mostly staying home with the 

from work talking the last walks with the children together on the dunes but then 

18141: "a month experiencing quite some wind at first still with myrthe at home 

and with myrthe making love for the first time after the birth of silvester"

dunes in northern holland with livia in the backpack and with august also biking 

advantage of all possible circumstances to do some movement such as walking on the 

06180: "not really able with the kids to train specifically but trying to take 

managing quite some work on my project"

home  and  in  our  village  taking  care  of  the  family  and  our  small  kids  and  also 

small  trips  but  then  pausing  the  registration  of  our  car  and  keeping  mostly  at 

01193: "a month spent entirely in the netherlands with my family at first taking 

walk there around and across the city"

of and during a weekend with myrthe taking the train to utrecht to take a bigger 

both kids only venturing further out of town when left with only one to take care 

taking very small walks after myrthe resumed working and i started baby-sitting 

registration  of  the  car  to  save  money  and  only  hiking  in  culemborg  and  almost 

the east and the south to take small walks mostly in nature but then pausing the 

several times on the dunes of north holland and driving to other places also to 

05145:  "taking   many   walks   with   august   and   also   livia   in   the   backpack   hiking 



finding anyway both the same sceneries with some variations but also some new

perspectives"


